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35. I FEAR BANKERS MORE THAN STANDING ARMIES
President Thomas Jefferson said, “I sincerely believe that banking institutions are
more dangerous to our liberties than standing armies” (see bibliography #10, p. 20).
President Andrew Jackson said that the bank “would be more formidable and
dangerous than the naval and military power of the enemy” (see bibliography #7, p. 308).
Founding Father James Madison said, “History records that the moneychangers have
used every form of abuse, intrigue, deceit, and violent means possible to maintain their
control over governments by controlling the money and its issuance” (see bibliography
#8, p. 79).
If the government issued United States Notes interest-free and if the banks could not
create money, then the banks could not create wars for profit, running up huge
government debts in order to receive the interest. If banks could not create money, they
could not create recessions nor depressions, nor obtain the liens on the nation’s assets for
free. Wealth buys favor with the media. It can be used as social engineering to change
the way that people think. The media elects lawmakers. The lawmakers know that, if they
wish to be re-elected, they must vote the way of those who financed them into office. In
effect, the one with the most money wins. If the banks create the money, they win. They
control the nation.
One day after I was done conducting seminars for certified public accountants, I
talked to a man who identified himself as the head accountant of a very large bank. I
said, “You know all the bank loans you grant are a fraud.”
Without any hesitation, he said, “I know.”
I said, “Are you afraid of going to jail?”
Again, without hesitation, he said, “No.”
I asked him why not.
He said, “The banks control the judges. We have them elected. If they want a job,
they have to cooperate with us. We control both the media and who is elected to office.
The only thing we fear is the population learning what we have done to them. If they
wake up, we will have to flee the country.” He laughed.
I will never forget what he said. This is why courts have thrown out perfectly good
cases against the banks. The banks can control the judges, but not the brochures.
Brochures and small books were used to begin the Revolutionary War and fight the
British. China used brochures to win a nation for communism. Brochures will now be
used to set America free from the banks.
If a foreign army invaded America and won the war, they would control the country,
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create new laws, and we would pay taxes to them. What is the difference between a
military army conquering us and the banks obtaining the nation’s debt and property,
forcing us to pay them interest on all the money they create? The banks received the
spoils of war without firing one shot or spending one cent. The banks control the
government, the lawmakers, the judges, and the police. The fact is, they used judges and
police to obtain forty percent of the nation’s income tax as interest on the national debt
and the liens they obtained. Either you give the conquerors your labor for free or they
foreclose and take your assets. It is much easier to conquer and control a people who
think they are free. The media has labeled those who object to this as anti-government so
that other citizens will not join them in the fight for their freedom.
A nation is not sovereign if they do not have a treasury printing sovereign money,
interest-free. The banks proved this by foreclosing on the national debt, making Congress
trustees of the national bankruptcy. The creditor owns the nation in bankruptcy. This is
the secret not disclosed in court. We will be set free if we make the banks repay our
loans to them, or make the private banks pay the debt due us. All we have to do is spread
the truth to enough Americans in order to compel them to correct the problem. We cannot
be conquered if the truth is revealed. It is up to every American to get the truth out so we
can correct the problem. If even half of all Americans understood this and agreed to help
correct the problem, we would be free Americans, refusing to be conquered.

Visit http://www.BankHonesty.com today to learn more and to get your own copy of America’s Hope.
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Disclaimer
People reselling the Top Secret Banker’s Manual and books one and two may offer consulting services
and/or other products. Please be aware that Tom Schauf has no partners and that anyone you contract
with for consultations or other services is acting as an independent agent. Tom Schauf has no control
over what other people offer you as consultations, comments, advice, information or products. Tom
Schauf is not liable for what these others may offer or the results thereof.
Notice: Mr. Schauf trained, hired and paid an individual(s) who signed an agreement(s) of
confidentiality to write for Mr. Schauf. The agreement prohibited the individual(s) from writing
commercially for others on Mr. Schauf’s subject without Mr. Schauf’s written permission. After
receiving the material, this party then refused to edit or write and wrote to Mr. Schauf explaining they
would not honor the agreement and would use the money to wrote commercially for another.
This information in his book and in this computer document is exclusively Mr. Schauf’s property. It is
illegal to make a derivative of this copyright. Please help us by informing us of any derivatives of this
copyright.
Thank you for taking the time to read this. When you purchase Tom’s books, your purchase helps fund
us to help cancel your bank loans, balance the budget, cut personal income taxes to zero, and keep all
our Constitutional rights.
It will take more than money to win our freedom. It will take you helping us get brochures and cassette
takes copied and distributed and allowing people to borrow your two books, Volumes I and II.
We hope you will become a distributor, selling this book and cassette tapes and helping Tom Schauf
get on the radio and educate America. More information is in the books.
www.BankHonesty.com

Also, please print off the new brochure and pass it out to your friends!
http://www.bankhonesty.com/brochure.pdf for the brochure. Help in the cause.
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